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Cop yrigh t an d
A c ad em ic V alues
"Giza pyramids" by Héctor de Pereda is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0

"Science food" by Anders Sandberg is licensed under CC BY-NC

"Stacks" by WashULibraries is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

"The cyclops #1" by mr.beaver is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Copyright attaches automatically to
original works of authorship fixed in a
tangible medium of expression

"Obsolete book" by Jamie is licensed under CC BY 2.0

"Idea" by gary jones is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Copyright attaches automatically to
original works of authorship fixed in a
tangible medium of expression

Ex cl u sive righ t s of a
cop yrigh t h ol d er:
•
•
•
•

Reproduction
Distribution
Public display and performance
Creation of derivative works

"Remote controls" by Sonny Cohen is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0

Tran sf ers
vs.
Licen ses

"Bundles of sticks used as ornamentation in the garden" by thaths is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0

Cop yrigh t ’s
p rotec tion h as lim its
Exceptions:
Libraries
Classroom display
Fair use

"construction zone" by Dave McLean is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Public Domain
&
Expiration
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“Aut h or” =
ow n er
"Experanza" by Edgar Rubio Rodilla is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Join t
auth ors =
c o-ow n ers
"Duet in Blue" by Glen Zazove is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Som et im es
auth or =
em p loyer
"Spa" by Catriona Ward is licensed under CC BY-SA

In h igh er
ed uc ation ,
look to
loc al p olic y
"Teaching Chemistry" by starmanseries is licensed under CC BY 2.0

*see also,
fun d er
req uirem en ts

"money for slide background" by Katie is licensed under CC BY 2.0

*an d rem em b er,
n ot everyth in g’s
c op yrigh tab le

"Empty" by josh james is licensed under CC BY
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protected by
copyright?
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Is your use
fair use?

Is it
protected by
copyright?
"Rain Delay" by Jeramey Jannene is licensed under CC BY

Is it
protected by
copyright?
Meshwerks v. Toyota Motor
Sales U.S.A. 528 F.3d 1258
(2008)

Is there a
license?

"cc" by Kristina Alexanderson is licensed under CC BY 2.0

"Balancing act" by Quinn Dombrowski is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0

Is your use
fair use?

"Balancing act" by Quinn Dombrowski is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0

Balance the
4 factors of
fair use:

1. Purpose and
character of the use
2. Nature of the work
used
3. Amount &
substantiality used
4. Market harm

"Chrysalises" by William Warby is licensed under CC BY 2.0

1. Is the new purpose
different from the
original purpose?
2. Is the amount used
appropriate for that
purpose?

Consider
Transformative

ness

Dif f eren t
p u b l ish ers:
YM M V

"Testing the waters" by hihihellokitty is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0
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Th in k ab out t h e w ork
you w an t to use:
Is it
protected by
copyright?

Is there a
license?

Is your use
fair use?

Is there an
exception?

"On the big screen" by Kenneth Pinto is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0

110(1): “…performance or display
of a work by instructors or pupils in
the course of face-to-face teaching
activities of a nonprofit educational
institution, in a classroom or
similar place devoted to
instruction, …”

“Aut h or” =
ow n er
"Experanza" by Edgar Rubio Rodilla is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
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cop yrigh t h ol d er:
•
•
•
•

Reproduction
Distribution
Public display and performance
Creation of derivative works

"Remote controls" by Sonny Cohen is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0

"Question Mark" by Ryan Milani is licensed under CC B Y 2.0

Pu b l icat ion A greem en t s Ex ercise
Once each agreement is signed…
• Who owns copyright?
• What does the publisher promise they will do?
• How can you share your article?
(With colleagues? With students? At conferences?)
• What can you archive? Where?
• What would you change?

